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COURSE OF STUDY
For Use in the Public Schools of South Carolina, Prescribed
by the State Board of Education.

INTRODUCTION.
In order that there may be more system in the instruction given
in the public schools of South Carolina, the State Board of Education has long felt that a regular course of study should be made
out for these schools. In 1893, the Board, as then constituted,
outlined a course based on the books adopted that year; but the
recent adoption of books calls for a revision and an enlargement
of the course, together with some additional suggestions as to
the method of teaching different subjects. This pamphlet, however, is not intended as a complete manual of methods. For
fuller suggestions as to these, the teachers are referred to the
books on pedagogy adopted by th~ State Board in 1900. Every
teacher should have all these pedagogical books if possible; but,
at any rate, should have Landon's Teaching and Class Management, and should study it thoroughly.
Other States have adopted some such course of study as the
one here outlined, and they are highly pleased wifh the results.
A graded course secures the regular progress of pupils from year
to year, whether under the same or different teachers. It gives
the various required subjects of instruction their proper place and
emphasis, and thus prevents a thoughtless change or a mere repetition of studies when a new teacher takes charge of a school.
Indeed, without a definite aim and a definite plan of study, it is
impossible for a teacher to comply with the law that requires a
certain number of subjects to be taught; for these subjects are
numerous, and to introduce them all requires a nice adjustment
of time and recitations.
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The course here outlined is arranged in nine grades with work
enough for nine months in each grade. If, therefore, a school
has a session of nine months, one grade will be completed each
year; but as the length of the session varies in different places,
some schools will require more than a year for a grade. A teacher
must not suppose, however, that because his school runs only four
months, he need not try to follow the course. He should try all
the more carefully to follow it, in order that through the aid of
a more systematic effort he may enable his pupils to progress
regularly from year to year, notwithstanding the shortness of
the session.
Naturally, a school with a session of only four months, followed by a vacation of eight, cannot do as much work in two
sessions as a school with an unbroken session of eight months can
do in one session; because, when pupils have been out of school
:SO long, considerable time is required for review.
This review,
however, should be one that looks to an advance, and should not
be considered an end in itself.
It is hoped that in a few years no community· in South Carolina will feel satisfied with itself until it has made a school session of at least nine months every year the privilege and the blessing of its chjldren.
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FIRST GRADE.

READING.
Johnson's First Reader.-In teaching reading to a beginner,
the teacher should make free use of the blackboard, and also of
the chart, if the school has the latter. · As to method, the best results will be secured at first by a combinati_o n of the w.ord-method
and the sentence-method. The pupil, before a book is put itJ.tO,
his hands, should be taught a c;onsidera_ble number of words and
combinations of words, such as he will find in his first reader.
Words should be made perfectly familiar ·to him by means of
objects or pictures, if these can be used, and should be written
by him on his slate as soon as possible. Some attention should
early be given to the elementary sounds of spoken words. At
first, simple words, such as "cat," "rat," "map," "hop," etc, containing short vowels, should be taken for phonic analysis; after
which the long vowels and other letters may be taken up as they
appear. This analysis will be useful in enabling the pupils to
recognize new words; but the teacher should avoid giving it too
much attention.
Soon after the pupil begins the reader, he should have some
supplementary reading to go with it. Cyr's First Reader is especially adapted to such work.
LANGUAGE.
The pupils should be encouraged from the first to talk and
frame sentences about familiar objects, about the pictures in their
books, about their games, or anything that would interest them.
Errors of speech should be corrected, without, of course, the rules
of technical grammar. Simple fables or stories should be read
to the pupils, and the ·latter should be asked to reproduce them
orally. As soon as the pupil learns to write on the slate, he should
be taught to write short sentences of his own and also to copy
short sentences, using correctly the period, the question mark
and capital letters.

\.
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SPELLING.
No text-book is needed in the first grade, though in some case;:,
the first spelling book may be introduced towards the latter part
of the grade. Words enough for practice will usually be found
in connection with the reading and language exercises. The pupil should not be required to spell long, hard words of whose
meaning he knows nothing, and which he cannot use. The spelling and the use of a word should go together and much attention
should be given to written spelling as soon as the pupil has learned
to write.
:NUMBERS.
No book is needed in the first grade. Pupils should be taught
to count up to at least fifty, and to make all possible number combinations up to ten, by means of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Use objects, such as blocks, pebbles, nails, etc.,
in order to aid the pupils in getting an idea of numbers. Give
simple practical examples drawn from things familiar to the children. Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division should
be taught together.
MUSIC.
Music is a comparatively new subject in the schools; and teachers may not for a time be able to teach it very satisfactorily. It
is desirable, howeve'r, to make a beginning; and it is hoped that
those teachers that are prepared to give instruction .will do so at
once. A few minutes devoted to singing at the opening and the
closing of the school, together with some instruction in the ni.dirnents of music, will be most profitably spent. Several books are
included in the music course adopted by the State Board, and it
would be well for the teacher to have all these for himself. The
conditions of his school will determine whether the pupils should
buy the books for their own use or not.
In order that all the pupils may join in singing patriotic songs,
the teacher should try to induce the trustees to furnish copies
enough of "Songs of the Nation" for the use of the whole school;
and thus an interest in music may be aroused, even if nothing
'Uore can be don(}.
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DRAWING.
Drawing, like music, is a new branch, but its importance demands that some attention be given to it. Children should be encouraged from the start to draw objects on their slates; and as
soon as practicable they should begin with the regular course
adopted for use in the schools. There are, no. doubt, many teachers who have never studied drawing, but even these with the help
of the text book can give some instruction to their pupils. As
the subject is naturally an interesting one, the older pupils may
be encouraged to do most, or all, of their work at home, and so
take up very little time during school hours. For the younger
pupils, drawing may be used as "busy work" during school hours.
NATURE STUDY.
Nature study deserves more attention than it has hitherto received. Instruction in this branch can be given in connection with
reading and language. Wilson's First Nature Reader can be used
as supplementary reading for second reader pupils; and the Second Nature Reader for third and fourth reader pupils. . These
books contain some interesting stories and poems, which may
be made the basis of elementary work in language; and thus several things may be accomplished at one time.
MANUAL TRAINING.
One of the problems of the primary school is to keep the children busy by keeping them interested. A good way to interest
them and thus keep them profitably employed will be to introduce
a simple form of Manual Training. As "busy work" this may
be taught without a special recitation. The children may cut and
fold paper, and thus learn how to make a good many of the simpler geometrical figures. It is hoped that the teachers -will do
something along the line of these suggestions.
·,
Moreover, for its educational value, a systematic course. in
Manual Training should be pursued, where the teacher is ; pi·epared to give it.
,
··
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SECOND GRADE.
READING.
Johnson's Second Reader.-Drill carefully on the new words
in each lesson. Continue to drill on elementary sounds. Explain
some of the simpler diacritical marks. Try to secure good pronunciation and rapid reading. For supplementary reading use
Craik's Bow-Wow and Mew-Mew (Maynard's English Classics,
No. 150) and Andersen's Fairy Tales (No. 127, same series.)
LANGUAGE.
Instruction in Language should be given in close connection
with the reading exercises, and need not be made a separate recitation. Have the pupils tell the substance of their reading lessons. Have them make short sentences containing familiar
words. Have them answer orally, and then in writing, simple
questions based on the lessons read. Correct errors of language
made by the pupils in any of the school exercises. Have the pupils commit to memory little pieces from their readers, and other
books similar in grade. Continue to teach the use of capital letters, the period, and the question mark.
SPELLING.
English Words, Number 1.-Read the preface carefully, and
utilize the ~uggestions of the _author. Continue to give attention
to the writing of words, as it is in written exercises that spelling
is of most importance, and as pupils who spell very well orally
sometimes spell badly when they write.
NUMBERS.
Teach all number combinations up to twenty, by means of the
four fundamental rules. Continue, as far as practicable and necessary, to . illustrate by visible objects. Teach the children to
count up to one hundred, by fives and tens, and to make change
of money up to $1 .oo. Teach them the number of days in a week,
weeks in a month, months in a year, pints in a quart, quarts in a
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gallon, etc. Teach them halves, thirds, fourths, fifths and sixths.
Give them practical examples whose answers will not be larger
than twenty. Generally, no text-books should be used by the pupil. in this grade; but with some pupils, the teacher may begin
Wentworth's Elementary Arithmetic.
PENMANSHIP.
Put a copy book now in the hands of the pti.pils, using Number
r of either series (Heath's Vertical, or Lovell's Slant System.)

MUSIC AND DRAWING.
See general remarks on these subjects in the first grade.
THIRD GRADE.

READING.
Johnson's Third Reader.-By the time the pupil reaches the
third grade, he should begin to acquire some taste for literature;
and supplementary reading should be selected with a view to the
formation of this taste. See that the children understand what
they read. Ask them to give the substance of it. Have them
write paragraphs or short compositions suggested by the lesson
or by pictures. Insist on accuracy of enunciation and pronunciation. Let the teacher frequently illustrate what good reading is
by reading aloud himself to the pupils.
For supplementary work use Scudder's Fables and Folk Stories
(Numbers 47 and 48, Riverside Literature Series) and Wilson's
Second Nature Reader.
LANGUAGE.
Continue the exercises of the first grade with an increase in
their scope. Make much use of reading lessons in the language
work. Teach how to write letters to friends. Continue to teach
the use of punctuation marks as in previous grades. Teach also
the simple uses of the exclamation mark, semioolon, and quota- ·
tion marks. As the most important of all exercises, let the teacher
be sure to use correct language himself and thus be always a living epistle of good English.
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SPELLING.
Continue English Words Number r. Spell words from the
reader and from all cl.ass exei.;cises. While English Words
Number r, with other exercises, will give enough spelling, the
second book, English Words Number 2, may be taken up with
some pupils towards the latter part of the third grade.
NUMBERS.
\Ventworth's Elementary Arithmetic.-Have the pupils learn
the multiplication table up to twelve. Give practjcal examples as
directed in the former grades. Much of the early part of the
text-book will, of course, be a review of what has already
been presented orally, but this will be no disadvantage.
GEOGRAPHY.
Instruction in Geography at this stage should be oral. Before
the pupils study about distant States and countries, they should
learn something about the natural features and political divisions
of their immediate surroundings-their school district, their
township, their county, their State. For a beginning the pupils
can find out something about the streams in their neighborhood,
the kinds of trees, the products, etc.
PENMANSHIP.
Copy book Number

2.

MUSIC AND DRAWING.
Continue the course already begun.
MANNERS AND MORALS.
No text-book on Morals is needed, ·but the teacher should by
means of illustrations and anecdotes endeavor to impress on the
minds of the pupils the proper ideas of what is noble and right.
It is not necessary to have a separate recitation on this subject;
instruction can be given in connection with other subjects, especially reading and history.
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FOURTH GRADE.
READING.
Johnson's Fourth Reader.-Follow the same general method as
in the third grade. Let the teacher be sure to make thorough preparation himself; and then let him insist ort the pupils doing the
same. As the pupils advance, let still more attention be given to
the thought and the literary character of what they read. For
supplementary reading, use Grimm's Household Tales (Numbers
107 and 108, Riverside Literature Series), Hawthorne's Wonder
Book (Number 168, Maynard's English Classics), Scudder's
Book of Legends (Number 144, Riverside Literature Series).
LANGUAGE.
Language should be taught in close connection with the reader
and supplementary reading; as in previous grades. Have the pupils reproduce short stories in writing. Encourage them to write
short stories themselves about dogs or any animals that may interest them. Have them write short descriptions of familiar objects, such as the school house, the playground, their homes, etc. t
Teach them in a very simple way something about paragraphing.
As a means of doing this, have them copy good short paragraphs
from readers, geographies, etc. They will thus acquire unconsciously what might be called the paragraph-sense.
SPELLING.
English Words, Number 2.-This book is both a speller and
an excellent treatise on the principles of spelling. In the fourth
grade the book should be used only as a spelling book, with suitable suggestions and explanations from the teacher, covering
the sounds of letters and combinations of letters, the force
of syllables, etc., as suggested by the author. In the more advanced grades the rules and principles of spelling should be studied with much care. Let the teacher, from the start, familiarize
himself with the plan of the book as explained in the preface .

•
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ARITHMETIC.
Wentworth's Elementary completed.-Do not allow pupils to
perform an operation in a certain way merely because "the rule
says so;" see that they have an intelligent comprehension of what
they do.
GEOGRAPHY.
Frye's Introductory.-Read carefully the preface in order to
get the author's point of view. As to the best method of using
the book the teacher will find valuable suggestions in Frye's
Tea£:hers' Manual of Methods in Geography and Hathaway's
Hints on How to Teach the Frye Geographies.
HISTORY.
Lee's New Primary History.-In connection with History, both
primary and advanced, the following selections from Werner's
Biographical Series should be used : Story of Boone, Story of
Crockett, Story of Washington, Story of Patrick Henry, Story
of Andrew Jackson, Story of Oliver Perry, Story of George
Dewey. These stories should be taken up as the pupils reach the
periods to which the heroes belong. By the use of the stories
much interest may be added to the history, and from them much
valuable material for language work may be obtained.
HYGIENE.
During the last part of this grade, take up Our Wonderful
Bodies, First Book.
PENMANSHIP.
Copy Book, Number 3, and others if needed.-Teach the principles of letter formation as occasion arises. Drill the pupils on
the proper movement of the arm and the proper way to hold the
pen.
MUSIC AND DRAWING.
Continue the work of the former grades.

#
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FIFTH GRADE.
READING.
Fourth Reader completed, together with the supplementary
matter named in connection with it in grade fourth. After the
completion of the Fourth Reader, it will be better to discontinue
the use of the regular reader and proceed at once to the study of
literature proper. The school denies to the child the noblest heritage that it can bestow upon him if it does not lead him to a love
of what is pure and good in literature; and he will be most easily
led to this love by reading considerable portions of different authors under the guidance of an enthusiastic teacher. The ordinary reader does not permit the puoil to remain long enough in
contact with one author to catch this author's spirit. For supplementary reading after completing the selections named in the
fourth grade, use Ruskin's King of the Golden River (Number
r 73. Maynard's English Classics), selections from Longfellow
(Numbers Ir and 63, Riverside Series), Arabian Nights ( N umber I 34, Maynard's Classics) .
LANGUAGE:
Wheeler's Graded Studies in English, Part First.-Proceed
slowly, and see that the pupils understand what they go over.
Teachers should give careful attention to the composition exercises outlined in this book, and urge the pupils to read as much
as possible on each topic, or to gather information by observation. The following illustration may suggest a suitable method
of dealing with such a subject as "The Battle of Bunker Hill,"
found in Lesson r o : Let the pupils spend one day, or a longer
time, if necessary, in reading on the subject. Have them look up
all they can find on it in their histories, in their readers, or in
anything else. Have them, if possible, read Longfellow's poem
on "Paul Revere's Ride." If Webster's Bunker Hill oration
is accessible, let them read it in part, at least, or_ let the teacher
read parts of it to them. After all this information has been obtained, then let the pupils spend another day, or a longer time, if
necessary, in writing on different topics connected with the battle,
some of their class taking one topic and some another.
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SPELLING.
English Words, Number

2,

continued.

ARITHMETIC.
Pupils of this grade should begin Wentworth's Practical Arith .
metic and Brooks's Mental Arithmetic These books will be continued in the siY ~h grade, and completed in the seventh. Special
effort should be made by the teacher to have pupils give clear, concise and analytical statements of all problems, encouraging original work and methods. The time should be divided between the
two arithmetics, so that three or four recitations a week will be
given to Wentworth's and one or two to Brooks's.
GEOGRAPHY.
Frye's Introductory completed.-Attention should be given to
outline map-drawing.
HISTORY.
Lee's New Primary History completed, together with supplementary historical reading, as suggested for fourth grade, and
Mrs. Williamson's Lives of Lee and Jackson.
HYGIENE.
Our Wonderful Bodies, Second Book, taken up in the second
term of the grade.
PENMANSHIP.
Use Copy Book Number 4, and others if needed.
MUSIC AND DRAWING.
Continue as in pre":ious grades.
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SIXTH GRADE.

READING.
Continue the methods of the preceding grade, with the use of
the following reading matter: Rabb and His Friends ( 52 Maynard's English Classics), Dickens' Christmas Carol ( 57, Riverside Series); Robinson Crusoe (179-180, Maynard Series);
Longfellow's Hiawatha (218-219, Maynard Series). A portion
of what is assigned for each day should be read in the class for
practice in reading aloud; and then the pupils should be encouraged to point out any beauties or striking thoughts that they may
have noticed. Let the teacher be sure to make thorough preparation himself, in order that by his comprehension and appreciation
of the selection, he may be able to arouse in the minds of the pupils a love for good reading. To have succeeded in doing this is
to have succeeded at the most vital point in a child's eC:ucation.
LANGUAGE.
Wheeler's Graded Studies in English completed.-Follow suggestions in preceding grade.
SPELLING.
At this stage pupils should be required to make a careful study
of the rules and principles of spelling found in English V\T ords as
Spoken and Written, Number 2.
ARITHMETIC.
Continue Brooks's Mental and Wentworth's Practical Arithmetic.
GEOGRAPHY.
Frye's Advanced Geography begun.-Let the teachers consuh
carefully Frye's Teachers' Manual of Geography and Hathaway's
How to Teach the Frye Geographies. As an elementary knowledge of physics is a great aid to successful teaching of geography,
it is suggested that teachers, with such apparatus as they may be
able to obtain, perform simple experiments relating to the subject.
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HISTORY.
Chapman's South Carolina History.-In connection with this
have the pupils draw a map of South Carolina with the counties,
giving special attention to their own county, and marking on the
map places of important historical events. Let history and geography throw light on each other, and let history and civics do the
same.
CIVICS.

/)
'
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Peterman's Elements of Civil Government-Note the practical exercises suggested by the author, and make as much use of
them as possible. Have the pupils find out something about the
government of their own town, county, and State.
PEMANSHIP.
Copy Book Number 5, and others, if needed.
MUSIC AND DRAWING.
Continue as before.

SEVENTH GRADE.
READING.
Continue the methods of the last grade with the use of the following literature: Irving's Sleepy Hollow and Rip Van Winkle
(Macmillan's Pocket Classic Series), Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare (No. 42, Maynard Series); Longfellow's Evangeline
(Number I, Riverside Series); George Eliot's Silas Marner (83,
Riverside Series). The pupils should be encouraged to read at
home as much as they can. An interest in reading may thus be
awakened in the home circle. Parents may discuss the books with
their cliildren, and the school may become a means of culture to
the old as well as to the young.
GRAMMAR.
Buehler's Modern English Grammar.-Grammar is one of the
most important branches of the whole school course, though,

i
l
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through a failure to understand and appreciate its uses, teachers
perhaps more frequently fail in teaching it than in teaching anything else. One who approaches it with the idea that its function is simply to teach us how to speak and write the English language correctly is doomed to failure. That may be one of its
functions, but rather a minor one, or, at any rate, an indirect one.
English Grammar is the Science of the English Sentence; and
as the sentence is the means by which we express every thought
that finds expression in language, whatever may be the realm of
mental activity, the study of grammar is seen at once to be fundamental in every school course.
In the words of the Committee of Fifteen: "Grammar, as the
first of the seven liberal arts, has long held sway in school as the
disciplinary study par excellence. A survey of its educational
value, subjective and objective, usually produces the conviction
that it is to retain the first place in the future. Its chief objective
advantage is that it shows the structure of languag.e, and the logical forms of subject, predicate, and modifier, thus revealing the
essential nature of thought itself, the most important of all objects
because it is self-object. On the subjective or psychological side,
grammar demonstrates its title to the first place by its use as a discipline in subtle analysis, in logical division and classification, in
the art of questioning, and in the mental accomplishment of making exact definitions. Nor is this an empty, formal discipline, for
its subject matter, language, is a product of the reason of a people not as individuals, but as a social whole, and the vocabulary
holds in its store of words the generalized experience of that people, including sensuous observation and reflection, feeling and
emotion, instinct and volition."
To state briefly the value of grammar study, we may say, putting the least important first:
r. It enables us to test our habits of language, and thus indirectly helps us to use language more correctly.
2. It is specially fitted .to give mental training and discipline.
3. It helps us to interpret thought, wherever expressed, and
thus gives us a better grasp of literature and science.
With some such conception of the uses of grammar, and with
careful preparation, the teacher should be able to make this sub-

\
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ject one of the most useful of all the school branches. Thorough
preparation, however, is absolutely necessary here, as elsewhere.
It is indeed the first essential of all method in all branches of instruction. This preparation requires a study of the preface, in order that the author's point of view and his method of treatment
may be seen, and it requires a careful study of each lesson, in order that what is dark to the pupil may be illuminated by the
teacher.
In Buehler's Grammar the order of topics and the method of
treatment are both excellent, and the teacher can scarcely do better than follow the plan of the author. Of course, the teacher
should not be the slave of any book, and no book should be allowed to suppress origina lity; but one should first be sure of the
wisdom of any change that he may propose.
ARITHMETIC.
Wentworth's Practical and Brooks's Mental completed.
ALGEBRA.
Wentworth's First Steps in Algebra begun.
GEOGRAPHY.
Frye's Advanced Geography completed. Follow suggestions
made for Sixth Grade. Continue map drawing.
HISTORY.
Lee's New School History.-Encourage pupils to read other
histories on same subject. Frequently assign special topics for
study and ask pupils to get all the outside information they can
find. Use Werner's Biographical reading as supplementary.
SPELLING.
Benson's Speller arid Definer, or continue the use of English
Words, Number 2.
PENMANSHIP.
Copy Book, Number 6, and others, if needed.
DRAWING AND MUSIC.
Continue these subjects as before.

f
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EIGHTH GRADE.
READING.
In this grade use the following literature : Selections from
Holmes (205, Maynard Series); Tennyson's Enoch Arden (No.
73, Riverside Series) ; Shakespeare's Men:hant of Venice ( Macmillan's Pocket Classics), and other suitable literature, if needed.
See the suggestions for the seventh grade.
GRAMMAR.
· Buehler's Modern English Grammar completed and reviewed.
MATHEMATICS.
First Steps in Algebra completed and Brooks' s Elementary
Geometry studied through Plane Geometry.
HISTORY.
Complete the course of History suggested in the seventh grade.
AGRICULTURE.
Bailey's Principles of Agriculture. Those who prefer to do so,
may substitute for Agriculture Tarr's Physical Geography.
PENMANSHIP.
Copy Book, Number 7. In the last two grades those who have
completed the copy books can give their time to drawing.
MUSIC AND DRAWING.
Continue as in previous grades.
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NINTH GRADE

It is not expected that there will be a ninth grade in many country schools, but in the event that there should be, the following
course of study is suggested:
READING.
Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal and Other Poems ( 129, Maynard Series) ; Shakespeare's Juli us Caesar ( Macmillan Pocket
Classics), and other literature, if needed.
LANGUAGE.
Williams's Composition and Rhetoric.
MATHEMATICS.
Wentworth's New School Algebra begun and Brooks's Elementary Geometry completed.
GEOGRAPHY.
Tarr's Phyiscal Geography, or Bailey's Principles of Agriculture.
SCIENCE.
Hutchison's Physiology and Hygiene.
HISTORY.
Myers' General History.
DICTIONARIES.
It is earnestly urged upon School Boards that each school
should be supplied out of the public fund with a copy of Webster's
International Dictionary. It is suggested that teachers press the
matter upon trustees. In addition to this, it is desirable that each
pupil after the third grade should have Webster's Primary or
Common School Dictionary and be taught how to use it in finding
the pronunciation and meaning of words.

/.
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DAILY PROGRAM.

In order that the teacher may proceed intelligently with the
work of each day, he should have a program designating a
certain time for each recitation. This program must be made
out by each teacher for his particular school. Of course it is impossible for one teacher to hear all the recitations every day in a
school in which all the grades are full, however good a schedule
he may have. The following, therefore, is suggested, not as indicating how all subjects may be brought in by one teacher each
day, but as indicating about the relative amount of time that
should be given to different recitations. It would be helpful to
give more time to most of them, and, if possible, more should be
given than is suggested in the schedule printed below.
SCHEDULE.
First Reader . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 5 minutes.
Second Reader. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 5 minutes.
Higher Arithmetic, m'ntal or practical.20 minutes.
Primary Spelling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 5 minutes.
Second Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 5 minutes.
Advanced History ( U. S. or S. C.) .. 20 minutes.
Civics. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . r 5 minutes.
Primary Geography . . . . . .
. ... r 5 minutes.
Advanced Geography. . . . . .
. . 20 minutes.
Third Reader . . . . . . . . . .
. . 20 minutes.
Fourth Reader . . . . . . . . . .
. . 20 minutes.
Advanced Spelling . . . . . . . .
. . r 5 minutes.
Reading ( after Fourth Reader)
.. 25 minutes.
Drawing and Writing (atone time)*. 20 minut.es.
Primary History . . . .
. . r 5 minutes.
Primary Grammar . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 5 minutes.
Advanced Grammar . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 minutes.
Algebra or Geometry . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 minutes
Primary Arithmetic. . . . . . . . . . . . r 5 minutes.
First Physiology
. . . . . . . . . . . . r 5 minutes.
Singing . . . . . . . . a few minutes at the opening.
*That is, while some pupils are writing, others may be drawing. For further suggestion see
end of paragraph on "Drawing," p. 7, and paragraph on "Penmanship," p. rg.
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There should be two recitations a day in the First Reader and
two in the Second Reader. In some studies there cannot be even
one recitation a day. One a week will perhaps be enough in Mental Arithmetic, and two or three enough in Physiology. But details must be determined by the conditions of the school.
J. I. McCAIN,
Chairman Committee on Course of Study.

LIST OF BOOKS IN GRADES PRESCRIBED.

( For complete list of adopted books, with prices and contract, .
see separate pamphlet, or State Superintendent's Annual Report
for 1900.)

FIRST GRADE.
Johnson's First Reader.
Supplementary: Cyr's First Reader.
SECOND GRADE.
Johnson's Second Reader.
Supplementary: Craik's Bow-Wow and Mew-Mew (No.
l 50, Maynard's English Classics.)
Andersen's Fairy Tales ( 127, same series.)
Wilson's First Nature Reader.
English Words as Spoken and Written, No. l.
Copy Book No. 1 (Heath's Vertical, or Lovell's Slant System).
THIRD GRADE.
Johnson's Third Reader,
Supplementary: Scudder's Fables and Folk Stories,
(Nos. 47 and 48, Riverside Lit. Series.)
Wilson's Second Nature Reader.
English Words as Spoken and Written, No. l (completed) .
Wentworth's Elementary Arithmetic.
Copy Book, No. 2 (Heath's Vertical or Lovell's Slant System.)
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FOURTH GRADE.
Johnson's Fourth Reader.
Supplementary: Grimm's Household Tales ( rn7 and
108, Riverside.)
Scudder's Book of Legends ( 144 Riverside.) .
Hawthorne's Wonder Book ( 168, Maynard's English Classics.)
English Words, No. 2.
Wentworth's Elementary Arithmetic (completed.)
Our Wonderful Bodies, No. 1 ( latter part of grade.)
Frye's Introductory Geography.
Lee's New Primary History of the United States.
Supplementary : The following from Werner's Biographical Series :
Story of Boone.
Story of Crockett.
Story of Washington.
Story of Patrick Henry.
Story of Andrew Jackson.
Story of Oliver Perry.
Story of George Dewey.
Copy Book, No. 3.
FIFTH GRADE.
Johnson's Fourth Reader (completed.)
Supplementary reading of Fourth Grade completed.
Additional: Ruskin's King of the Golden River ( 173
Maynard.)
Longfellow's Children's Hour and Other
Poems . ( 11 Riverside.)
Longfellow's Paul Revere's Ride and
Other Poems ( 63 Riverside.)
Arabian Nights ( 134 Maynard.)
English Words, No. 2.
Wheeler's Graded Studies in English.
Wentworth's Practical Arithmetic and Brooks's Mental Arithmetic.
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Frye's Introductory Geography (completed.)
Lee's New Primary History (completed.)
Supplementary reading of Fourth Grade completed.
Additional: Mrs. Williamson's Life of Lee.
Mrs. Williamson's Life of Stonewall
Jackson.
Our Wonderful Bodies, No. 2 ( second term of grade.)
Copy Book, No. 4.
SIXTH GRADE.
Rabb and His Friends (52 Maynard's English Classics.)
Dickens' Christmas Carol ( 57 Riverside Series.)
Robinson Crusoe ( I 79- I 80 Maynard.)
Longfellow's Hiawatha (218-219 Maynard.)
Wheeler's Graded Studies in English (completed.)
English Words as Spoken and Written, No. 2.
Wentworth's Practical Arithmetic, and Brooks's Mental Arithmetic (continued.)
Frye's Advanced Geography.
Chapman's History of South Carolina.
Peterman's Elements of Civil Government.
Copy Book, No. 5.
SEVENTH GRADE.
Irving's Sleepy Hollow and Rip Van Winkle ( Macmillan
Pocket Classics.)
Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare (42 Maynard.)
Longfellow's Evangeline ( I Riverside.)
George Eliot's Silas Marner ( 83 Riverside.)
Buehler's Modern English Grammar.
,
Wentworth's Practical, and Brooks' s Mental Arithmetic ( completed.)
Wentworth's First Steps in Algebra.
Frye's Advanced Geography (completed.)
Lee's New School History.
Supplementary: Selections from \;Verner' s Biographical
Series.
Benson & Glenn's Speller arid Definer, or English Words, No.
2 (continued.)
Copy Book, No. 6.
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EIGHTH GRADE.
Selections from Holmes ( 205 Maynard.)
Tennyson's Enoch Arden ( 73 Riverside.)
Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice ( Macmillan Pocket Series).
Other suitable Literature if needed.
Buehler' s Modern English Grammar ( completed and reviewed.)
Wentworth's First Steps in Algebra (completed.)
Brooks' s Elementary Geometry ( through four books.)
Lee's New School History.
Supplementary reading of Seventh Grade continued.
Bailey's Principles of Agriculture, or Tarr's First Book in Physical Geography.)
Copy Book, No. 7.
NINTH GRADE.
Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal and Other Poems ( 129 Maynard.)
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar ( Macmillan Pocket Series) .
Other suitable literature as needed.
Williams's Composition and Rhetoric by Practice.
Wentworth's New School Algebra.
Brooks' s Elementary School Algebra.
Tarr's First Book of Physical Geography, or Bailey's Principles of Agriculture.
Hutchison's Physiology and Hygiene.
Myers' General History.

BOOKS FOR TEACHERS' STUDY.

( Adopted as basis of pedagogical questions in examination of
teachers. The Landon is to be used for the next year, and should
be owned by every teacher and every applicant for · teacher's certificate.)
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L2.ndon' s Teaching and Class Management, The Macmillan Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.28
White's Elements of Pedagogy, American Book Co. . . . . .80
White's School Management, American Book Co. . . . . . . .80
Hughes' Mistakes in Teaching, E. L. Kellogg & Co . . . . . , .40
The prices will be higher unless bought of County Superintendents of Education.

THE LAW IN REGARD TO TEXT BOOKS.
I.
TEACHERS OBLIGED TO FOLLOW THIS COURSE.

REGULATION OF STATE BOARD AS TO PAY WARRANTS OF TEACHERS.

"That no pay warrant shall be issued by any Board of Trustees or approved by any County Superintendent of Education in
favor of any teacher who, after July I, 1901, uses in the public
schools of this State any text book to the exclusion of the textbook or books herein adopted on the same subject." Page 30,
School Law.)

(1) State Board's Authority.
This regulation is based upon the following powers granted to
the State Board of Education by the Legislature:
"The State Board of Education shall have power: 1st. To
adopt rules and regulations not inconsistent with the laws of the
State for its own government and for the government of the
free public schools. * * 4th. To prescribe and enforce the
course of study in the free public schools. 5th. To prescribe and
to enforce, as far as practicable, the use of a uniform series of
text-books in the free public schools of the State; to enter into an
agreement with the publishers of the books prescribed, fixing the
time of prescription and the price above which the books shall
not be retailed during the period of prescription. * * And
it shall be unlawful for any teacher drawing public school money
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to use any book not prescribed by the State Board of Education
without the consent, in writing, of said Board." ( Section r I,
pages r 3 and 14, School Law.)
(2) State Superintendent's Duty to Enforce.

The State Superintendent of Education "shall secure, by and
with the advice of the State Board of Education, urliformity in
the use of text-books throughout the free public schools of the
State, and shall forbid the use of sectarian or oartisan books and
instruction in said schools." ( Section 2, page 9, School Law.)

. (3) Duty of County Board of Education and Boards of Trustees to Enforce.
"It shall be the duty of the County Board of Education .and of
the Boards of Trustees hereinafter provided for to see that in
every school under their care there shall be taught, as far as practicable, orthography, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography,
English grammar, the elements of agriculture, history of the
United States and of this State, the principles of the Constitution,
.and laws of the United States and of this State, morals and good
behavior, algebra, physiology and hygiene, and especially as to
the effects of alcoholic liquors and narcotics upon the human system, English literature, and such other branches as the State
Board may from time to time direct.'' ( Section 27, page 22,
School Law.

A FEW EXEMPTIONS.
The foregoing does not apply to a school organ_ized under a
special act of the Legislature (before special legislation was prohibited by the Constitution of 1895) if such special act specifically
grants to the board of trustees the right to adopt text-books inde-pendently of the action of the State Board of Education. Not
every "special district," however, has such right, nor every Town
or Graded School. ( See section 5 of Constitution, page 4, School
Law, and section 62 of Act of the Legislature, page 36, School
Law.)
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II.
BOOKS AT COST FOR CASH.
FROM THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT.

"Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South
Carolina, That the County Boards of Education of the several
" Counties of this State be, and they are hereby, authorized and
required to set aside from the public school funds of their respective Counties an amount not exceeding $500, for the purpose of
providing the pupils attending the free public schools of their
Counties with school text-books at actual cost, or exchange
prices." ( Section r, page 37, School Law.)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"That the County Superintendent of Education in every County in the State be, and he is hereby, required to keep his office
open each day of the week prior to the time appointed for the
schools to open in his County, and for one week immediately
thereafter, and for at least one day in each week during the remainder of the school term, for the convenience of those wishing
to purchase books: Provided) That the provisions of this Act
shall not apply to the city of Sumter: , Provided) That in the
Counties of Charleston, Chesterfield, Edgefield, Georgetown,
Kershaw, Lancaster, Laurens, Greenwood, Lexington and Richland, the County Boards of Education are hereby authorized and
empowered, but not required, to carry out the provisions of this
Act." ( Section 3, page 38, School Law.)

III.
OBLIGATION OF PUBLISHERS OF THE ADOPTKQ BOOKS.
( r) · To sell the adopted books in South Carolina at the lowest
net price at which they are ever sold or offered to any wholesale
dealer or other person, outside of the State of South Carolina.
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(2) To "take up .all text-books of any series or of any edition in
the hands of the pupils and designed to be displaced by the textbooks herein adopted, and in exchange for said books" to "cause
to be sold to said pupils, through the county depositories or other
local dealers, the books herein adopted at the prices herein given
as exchange prices: Provided) That the period during which
these exchange prices shall continue shall expire November 15,
. 1901."
( Any old, discarded book, in however bad condition, can
thus be gotten rid of for value, if offered to a dealer before the
15th November, 1901.)
(3) To print on the back of each book sold in the State of
South Carolina the "wholesale price to dealer," and the "exchange price," for the information of everybody concerned.
( 4) To ship by freight within five days from receipt of order.
( 5) To pay all transportation charges ( freight, drayage, etc.
when the amount of the order is as much as $10-if from the
County Superintendent, or is as much as $2 5-if from any other
person.
(With proper precaution in buying, ·no person in South Carolina need ever pay more than the price printed on the back of the
book, which is the cost to the County Depository-County Superintendent of Education.)
(6) To take up the stock of books in each County Depository
at the time of the State adoption, and pay to the County Superintendent whatever these books cost the depository. (This has been
done.)
( 7) To forfeit the contract if they fail to live up to it in any
particular, and to pay to the State the sum of $25 for each and
every violation of the contract.
( See contract with publishers in pamphlet on "Text-Books,"
and in the Annual Report of the State Superintendent of Education, 1900, pages 128-132.)
JOHN J. McMAHAN,
State Superintendent of Education.
1 )

